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Easy to use cake decorating software...

Edible Artist is an easy to use, dedicated cake decorating application written with the sole intention to make designing
and printing photo cakes straight forward and easy enough that anyone with limited knowledge might learn to use it.

Software Features

- Runs on Windows 2000, XP, Vista, and now Windows 7.
- Added support for all Deco Chocolate Stencils (not moulds)
- Supports all TWAIN compliant scanners.
- Import all major image formats such as jpeg, gif, tiff, and png.
- Automatically position designs for correct printing onto icing sheets.
- Create text and messages with ease, even add circular text to round cake designs.
- Built in frame builder to create colourful borders.
- Includes the ability to apply special effects, cropping and red eye removal.

To run the properly we recommend a computer with a 1.5mhz processor, 1GB of RAM, and 20 GB or hard disk space.

Online Training Video's

- Installation & Registration
- Find Your Way Around

- Introduction to the Design Wizard

- Loading Pictures

- Using a Scanner
http://www.deco.uk.com
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- Decorating your Backgrounds

- Adding Text & Messages

- Creating Frames

- Loading and Saving Designs

- Printing

- Custom Shapes & Sizes

- Advanced Designs

- Cropping and Cutting

- Red Eye Removal & Special Effects

Download Edible Artist Now Completely Free
Edible Artist 9.5 Full. This is the complete install for Edible Artist from Deco Enterprises Ltd. In order to use the software
you will need to create an online account and generate a license key for your installed copy.
Edible Artist 9.5 Upgrade. This is the upgrade for Edible Artist from Deco Enterprises Ltd, please download and upgrade
from any previous build. You must already have edible artist installed or else you will need the Full Version.

Security Utility. This utility is offered without any support and provides functionality for controlling access to the
functionality of changing printers and printing designs. It requires running the utlity and placing the security file it
generates in the same folder as your installation of Edible Artist.
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